I'm 71 years old have COPD and emphysema, was sent to ICU with a severe case of Covid, ended up in ICU and the Covid Ward in Everett, came back they put me in a unit a Hot Ward. While there my Kites and Aircranes To renew needed meds and To see a provider and Mental Health were Tossed in the Trash.

My requests in WR went unheard and I was told my request medical etc would be handled later. Was found unconscious because I couldn't breath, I'm on oxygen and in a wheelchair now because of my medical problems which have gotten worse. Personal property was lost and destroyed for no reason.

When I said I needed help, I was told, we were working on it, there go to answer to everything.

The medical and C/O staff don't check on us, you walk past The cells, medical check in once a day in the A.M. when you need help they tell you check with the doctor tomorrow if he comes in.
I'm scared shitless to even say Iris having problems breathing, because I could end up in IMU or WSR again. They could leave me in my cell and I'd be better off 100% Than I would be in IMU or WSR.

In my cell I can call for medical help and I have fellow inmates who check on me and help me if needed. In IMU and WSR were punished for being sick.

Jim

I was in ICU for 10 or 2 days on the Covid ward in ED for 19 days till I was over the Covid. The put in WSR for almost a month and treated awful like I'd done something wrong. One go told me its our fault that we have Covid in here, when in fact it brought in by staff who work here.